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Public Audit in Scotland



Audit Scotland’s work across H&SC
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• Annual NHS Overview

• Statutory reports (S22)

• Annual audits – all health boards and integration authorities

• Performance audits (S23):

• Principles for a digital future

• Scotland’s NHS workforce

• Changing models of health and social care

• Social work in Scotland

• Health and social care integration



Audit Scotland’s work relating to public 

heath
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Lots of our work has links with public health and inequalities, 

including:

• Health Inequalities, 2012

• Modernisation of the planning system, 2012

• School Education, 2014

• Social Security, increasing financial powers,                   

2017 and ongoing
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Key issues facing Scotland 
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Planning levels in the health system
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Key findings from NHS in Scotland 2017

• Challenges facing the NHS continue to intensify:

• Increasing cost pressures

• Lack of financial flexibility 

• Growing demand for services

• Significant issues facing general practice

• Overall public health is not improving and significant 

health inequalities remain

• Lots of activity underway to transform healthcare BUT

• Crucial building blocks still need put in place
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Changing models of health and social care 

(March 2016)

• Major transformational change needed to deliver the 

Scottish Government’s 2020 Vision for health and 

social care.

• The shift to new models of care is not happening fast 

enough to meet the growing need.

• Growing number of people with complex health and 

social care needs, and continuing tight finances, 

means that current models of care are unsustainable.

• New approaches to health and social care are being 

developed in parts of Scotland, but these tend to be 

small scale and not widespread.
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Continuing pressures on services
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H&SC Integration key challenges

• Budget pressures on councils, NHS boards, IJBs

• Demographic change/ increasing demand – growing number of people with 

complex health and social care needs, particularly frail older people

• Staffing pressures – impact of shortages & difficulties recruiting, Living 

Wage commitment, Brexit

• Major reform – health & social care integration, shifting the balance of care, 

new GP contract April 2018, health board governance/regional approach

• Legislative change affecting social work – SDS, Children’s Act, Carers Act, 

etc – all add to financial pressures & demands on management & staff

• Lack of clarity on how shifting the balance of care will be funded
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Opportunities

• Consensus on direction of travel

• Committed staff

• Examples of services being planned and delivered in 

different ways

• Early signs that these changes are beginning to have a 

positive impact in local areas.
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What needs to happen

• Need for a clear long-term financial framework setting out how moving more 

care into the community will be funded and what future funding levels will be 

required.

• Important to get integration arrangements working effectively so focus is on 

delivering objectives and improving outcomes for local populations

• Councils, NHS boards and IJBs need to do things differently:

• Fundamental decisions about how services will be provided and funded

• New models of care – ensure learning shared effectively to increase pace

• Need to work with staff and service providers to make changes

• Community engagement/ empowerment – need to work closely with 

communities to agree priorities, ensure meet needs and build local capacity
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Other areas of interest

• Public health and inequality

• Community assets

• Place

• Leadership and culture

• Better use of data and evidence

• Engagement with the public

• Improving communication
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Website: http://www.audit-scotland.gov.uk/

Health and social care hub: http://www.audit-scotland.gov.uk/our-

work/transforming-health-and-social-care-in-scotland
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